Clinical Features of Genetic Resilience in Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
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Abstract:

Introduction: In the personalized risk quantification of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), genome-wide association studies and polygenic risk scores (PRS) complement traditional risk factors, such as age and cigarette smoking. However, despite being at considerable levels of risk, some individuals do not develop COPD. Research on COPD resilience remains largely unexplored.

Methods: We applied the previously published COPD PRS to whole genome sequencing data from non-Hispanic white and African American individuals in the COPDGene study. We defined genetic resilience as individuals unaffected by COPD with a polygenic risk score above the 90th percentile. We defined risk-matched case individuals as those with COPD (i.e., FEV1/FVC < 0.70) and a PRS above the 90th percentile. We defined low risk individuals without COPD (i.e., FEV1/FVC > 0.70) as a polygenic risk score below the 10th percentile. We compared genetically resilient individuals to risk-matched individuals with COPD and low risk individuals by demographics, lung function, respiratory symptoms, co-morbidities, and chest CT scan measurements. We also performed survival analyses, differential expression analysis, and matching for sensitivity analyses.

Results: We identified 211 resilient individuals without COPD, 605 genetic risk-matched individuals with COPD, and 527 low-risk individuals without COPD. Resilient individuals had higher FEV1 % predicted and lower percent emphysema. In contrast, resilient individuals had higher airway wall thickness compared to low-risk unaffected individuals. While there was no difference in survival between low-risk and resilient individuals, resilient individuals had higher survival compared to risk matched cases. We also identified two genes that were differentially expressed between low-risk unaffected individuals and resilient individuals.

Conclusion: Genetically resilient individuals had a reduced burden of COPD disease-related measures compared to risk-matched cases but had subtly increased measures compared to low-risk unaffected individuals. Further genetic studies will be needed to illuminate the underlying pathobiology of our observations.
**Introduction:**

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is a common and highly morbid disease(1). Cigarette smoking is the primary environmental risk factor for COPD(2). However, only a minority of smokers develop COPD, with an estimated prevalence from 20% to 50% in elderly populations(3). In addition, there is marked heterogeneity in disease susceptibility and clinical manifestations of COPD among smokers having a comparable burden of cigarette smoking(4). Genetic factors are thought to account for some of the observed clinical heterogeneity in COPD(5).

The estimated heritability for COPD ranges from 37% to 50%(6, 7). Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have found several single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) that are associated with COPD, though the effect sizes of each individual SNP are small(5, 8). A polygenic risk score (PRS), which summarizes the effects of SNPs across the genome, has been shown to improve prediction of COPD(9). The development of the PRS represents an important advance in the understanding of the genetic risk of COPD and opens the door to studying genetic resilience in COPD.

The concept of genetic resilience, which has been successfully demonstrated in both Mendelian diseases and complex disorders, focuses on studying unaffected individuals with high genetic risk (10, 11). The existence of individuals who smoke cigarettes and are resilient to developing COPD has been recognized for several decades(3). However, most studies on the effects of smoking in COPD focus on the risk factors associated with development and progression of disease. Fewer studies have sought to characterize individuals who demonstrate resilience to smoking. Investigators from the SPIROMICS study developed a multi-dimensional clinical definition of resilience in COPD and found that resilient individuals accounted for a modest proportion of study individuals(12). However, the prevalence and clinical features of smokers who are genetically resilient to COPD is unknown.

In the Genetic Epidemiology of COPD (COPDGene) study, we used the previously published PRS for COPD to identify smokers unaffected with COPD but at high genetic risk (resilient) and compared them to smokers with COPD. We also compared the resilient individuals to smokers at low genetic risk to further refine the characteristics specific to genetic resilience in COPD. We sought to identify clinical, physiologic, and imaging characteristics that differ between resilient individuals, genetic risk-matched individuals with COPD, and low-risk unaffected individuals. In addition, we tested for differences in whole-blood gene expression between the groups. We hypothesize that individuals who are genetically resilient to COPD will have distinct clinical and biological features compared to risk-matched individuals with COPD and low genetic-risk smokers.

**Methods:**

**Study Participants**

COPDGene is a multicenter longitudinal observational study. COPDGene was designed to identify genetic factors associated with COPD and includes 10,198 subjects enrolled at 21 centers in the United States. Further details regarding recruitment have been previously published.(13) All participants provided written, informed consent and institutional review boards approved the study at all participating centers. We defined COPD, according to the Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) guidelines, as post-bronchodilator forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV₁) to forced vital capacity (FVC) ratio < 0.70. Study
individuals were invited to participate in 5-year (Phase 2) and 10-year (Phase 3) follow-up visits. Study participants completed questionnaires to quantify symptom burden, a standard spirometry protocol, and chest computed tomography (CT) scans.

**Polygenic Risk Scores and Definition of Genetic Resilience**

Genetic risk for COPD was quantified using the polygenic risk score developed by Moll and colleagues(9). Briefly, SNP weights were generated using the estimated effect sizes from GWASs for FEV1 and FEV1/FVC. Only variants that were genotyped or imputed with an R² > 0.5 were included. The authors applied a penalized regression framework that accounted for linkage disequilibrium and created a combined polygenic risk scores as a weighted sum of the scores for FEV1 and FEV1/FVC.

We defined genetic resilience as individuals unaffected by COPD (i.e., FEV1/FVC > 0.70) with a polygenic risk score above the 90th percentile (Figure 1). We defined risk-matched case individuals as those with COPD (i.e., FEV1/FVC < 0.70) and a PRS above the 90th percentile(11). We defined low risk individuals without COPD (i.e., FEV1/FVC > 0.70) as a polygenic risk score below the 10th percentile.

**Statistical Analysis**

In race-stratified analyses, we compared genetically resilient individuals to risk-matched individuals with COPD and low risk individuals by demographics, lung function, respiratory symptoms, co-morbidities, and chest CT scan measurements, using the Student’s t test for continuous variables and Chi square test for proportions. We stratified by race given differences in principal components of ancestry. We performed multivariable regression for a subset of outcome measures, including FEV1 % predicted and CT scan measurements of emphysema, adjusted for age, gender, smoking pack-years, current smoking status, and the first five components of genetic ancestry. We performed survival analysis using Kaplan-Meier curves and Cox proportional hazard models, adjusted for covariates as above, using the survival and survminer packages(14, 15). Sensitivity analyses included comparison of genetically resilient individuals to risk-matched individuals with COPD after matching on age, smoking pack-years, gender, race, and current smoking status using the matchit package. Statistical analyses were performed using R (version 4.2.2).

The methods of RNA data processing have been previously published. We performed differential expression using the limma and voom packages(16, 17). Models were adjusted for age, race, sex, current smoking status, smoking pack-years, library preparation batch, and white blood cell count proportions. Surrogate variables were used to estimate other latent effects and included in the model as covariates(18). Multiple testing was controlled with a false discovery rate (FDR) < 10%.

**Results:**

**Comparison of genetically resilient individuals and risk-matched individuals with COPD**

The COPDGene Study includes 10,198 current and former smokers. We identified 211 genetically resilient individuals (i.e., PRS > 90th percentile and FEV1/FVC > 0.70) and 605 risk-matched individuals with COPD. Compared to risk-matched cases, resilient individuals were more likely to be younger and less likely to have ever had asthma, among both non-Hispanic White (NHW) and African American (AA) individuals (Table 1). While NHW resilient individuals
had fewer smoking pack-years but no difference in current smoking status, AA resilient individuals were more likely to be current smokers but had no difference in smoking pack years. Among both AA and NHW individuals, resilient individuals had higher FEV₁ % predicted, less likely to have bronchodilator response, lower St. George’s Respiratory Questionnaire total score (SGRQ), and higher six-minute walk distance, compared to risk-matched individuals with COPD. Similarly, we found that resilient individuals had lower percent emphysema, defined by percent of voxels with CT attenuation less than or equal to -950 Hounsfield units on inspiratory CT, and lower Perc 15, defined as CT attenuation at the 15th percentile of the lung CT histogram, across both NHW and AA individuals. In addition, NHW and AA resilient individuals had lower percent gas trapping compared to risk-matched cases. Finally, both AA and NHW resilient individuals had lower airway wall thickness, measured by Pi10, than risk-matched cases.

**Comparison of genetically resilient individuals and low-risk unaffected individuals**

We identified 527 low-risk individuals (i.e., PRS < 10th percentile) without COPD. There was no difference in age, gender, current smoking status, smoking pack-years, or diagnosis of asthma between resilient individuals and low-risk unaffected individuals (Table 2). When compared to low-risk unaffected individuals, NHW resilient individuals, but not AA resilient individuals, had lower FEV₁ % predicted. In contrast, NHW resilient individuals, but not AA resilient individuals, had higher six-minute walk distance compared to low-risk unaffected individuals. There was no difference in bronchodilator response and SGRQ between resilient and low-risk unaffected individuals in both groups. Compared to low-risk unaffected individuals, resilient individuals had lower Perc 15 but no difference in percent emphysema in both groups. NHW resilient individuals had higher percent gas trapping than low-risk unaffected individuals and there was no difference in AA resilient and low-risk unaffected individuals. Only NHW resilient individuals had higher Pi10 compared to low-risk unaffected individuals.

**Multivariable Analysis and Matching Analysis**

We performed multivariable analyses for FEV₁% predicted and percent emphysema. After adjustment for covariates, including age, gender, smoking pack-years, current smoking status, and the first five principal components of genetic ancestry, resilient individuals had higher FEV₁ % percent predicted (NHW 41.47%, p < 0.001; AA 39.48%, p < 0.001) and lower percent emphysema (NHW -8.92%, p < 0.001; AA -4.86%, p = 0.001), compared to risk-matched cases. Compared to low-risk unaffected individuals, adjusting for the same covariates as above, NHW resilient individuals had lower FEV₁ % predicted (NHW -6.16%, p < 0.001), while AA individuals did not. In contrast, NHW resilient individuals did not have a difference in percent emphysema while AA resilient individuals had slightly higher percent emphysema (AA 0.5%, p = 0.046) compared to low-risk unaffected individuals.

Given the imbalance in age between resilient and risk-matched case individuals, we first examined the number of individuals who were classified as resilient at initial study visit who subsequently met spirometric criteria for COPD at the 5-year follow up visit. Of the 211 individuals who were classified as resilient, 124 individuals completed the 5-year follow up visit. Among these individuals, 111 remained without COPD and only 13 met spirometric criteria for COPD. We then matched resilient subjects to risk-matched cases by nearest age and smoking pack-years and exact race, gender, and current smoking status (Table 3). After matching, resilient individuals still had higher six-minute walk distance, less likely to be diagnosed with asthma, lower SGRQ, higher FEV₁ % predicted, less likely to have bronchodilator response, and a similar pattern of quantitative CT scan measures as above.
Survival Analyses

Study individuals from COPDGene were followed for approximately 10 years. In the unadjusted model, resilient individuals had higher survival (Figure 2A). Using a Cox proportional hazard model adjusted for covariates as above, the hazard ratio (HR) for resilient individuals compared to risk-matched cases was 0.35 (95% CI 0.22 – 0.56, p < 0.001). In sensitivity analysis using the matched subset, resilient individuals had preserved higher survival (Figure 2B). In a Cox proportional hazard model adjusted only for current smoking status given the matching procedure, the HR for resilient individuals compared to risk-matched cases was 0.39 (95% CI 0.23-0.66, p < 0.001). However, in both the unadjusted model and the adjusted Cox proportional hazard model, there was no difference in survival between the resilient individuals and low-risk unaffected individuals (Figure 2C).

Differential Expression

There were 81 resilient individuals, 182 risk-matched cases with COPD, and 218 low-risk unaffected individuals with available whole blood RNA sequencing data from the Phase 2 visit in COPDGene. After filtering for low expression, there were 15,229 genes tested for differential expression between resilient individuals and risk-matched cases and 15204 genes tested between resilient individuals and low-risk unaffected individuals. At a 10% false discovery rate (FDR), there were no genes differentially expressed between resilient individuals and risk-matched cases. However, there were two genes, BTN3A2 and HLA-A, that were differentially expressed between resilient individuals and low-risk unaffected individuals.

Discussion:

In this study, we applied a novel framework of genetic resilience to characterize individuals who are current or former smokers and have high genetic risk of COPD but appear resistant to the development of disease. We found that resilient individuals have fewer symptoms, higher functional capacity, higher lung function, and fewer radiographic signs of disease compared to risk-matched cases, even after adjusting and matching for demographic imbalances. Interestingly, resilient individuals also were less likely to have a diagnosis of asthma. On the other hand, we found that resilient individuals have lower lung function, mixed measures of emphysema and increased airway wall thickness, but higher functional capacity compared to low-risk unaffected individuals. Finally, we have subtle but important differences in gene expression between resilient and low-risk unaffected individuals. Taken together, these findings establish genetic resilience as a distinct phenotype of individuals who smoke.

Resilience to smoking-related lung disease is of particular interest given the potential implications of identifying underlying mechanisms that could be leveraged for the development of therapeutics that could alter the trajectory of disease. By focusing on genetic resilience, as opposed to disease resilience more generally, we sought to study an important aspect of disease that is orthogonal to existing efforts to quantify resilience in COPD. While the present study represents an important advance in the application of polygenic risk and genetic resilience in COPD, we aim to further characterize the genetic variants associated with resilience in a future study.

The results of this study confirm the utility and predictive power of the polygenic risk score for COPD, with an implied positive predictive value of 74.1%. As expected, resilient individuals, by definition, did not show signs of COPD, including spirometry, functional status, and radiographic...
features. However, despite imbalanced demographic features, we were able to show that resilient individuals did not only appear resilient initially, but rather demonstrated resilience to disease and mortality over time. Furthermore, by contrasting resilient individuals to low-risk unaffected individuals, we were able to triangulate genetic resilience as a specific subtype beyond simply individuals unaffected by disease. Specifically, in addition to lower lung function, as expected given the nature of process underlying development of the polygenic risk score, resilient individuals also had mixed evidence of radiographic emphysema and higher airway wall thickening compared to low-risk unaffected individuals.

We have previously shown the utility of analyzing whole blood RNA sequencing to examine biological processes underlying COPD and related subtypes(19, 20). As a result of loss to follow up and studying a subset of the total study population, the differential expression analysis in this study was likely underpowered, which led to no differentially expressed genes between resilient individuals and risk-matched cases. Despite these limitations, we were able to detect two genes that were differentially expressed between resilient individuals and low-risk unaffected individuals. Both \textit{BTN3A2} (Butyrophilin Subfamily 3 Member A2) and \textit{HLA-A} (human leukocyte antigen alpha chain) are related to major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I transmembrane proteins, which are essential for adaptive immune function(21, 22). This could suggest that an attenuated adaptive immune response in genetically resilient individuals may play a role in the muted reaction to cigarette smoke.

Despite many strengths, we acknowledge that there are several limitations to our study. First, our sample size was limited due to the use of a single study population and strict definition of high and low genetic risk. While we hope to expand our work to other studies in the future, we were still able to demonstrate important differences, which suggests a large true effect size of genetic resilience. Second, the polygenic risk score for COPD has indeed shown to have excellent predictive capacity for European ancestry populations, but prediction in other ancestries, including African Americans, has been less robust. Third, despite the differential expression analyses being similarly underpowered, we found modest findings that will generate hypotheses for future studies.

In summary, our study shows important clinical, radiographic, and biologic differences that separate genetically resilient individuals from similarly high-risk individuals with COPD and low-risk unaffected individuals. We demonstrate that, in addition to normal lung function, fewer symptoms, higher functional status, fewer individuals diagnosed with asthma, and decreased emphysema and airway wall thickness compared to risk-matched cases, resilient individuals also have increased airway wall thickness compared to low-risk unaffected individuals. In addition, we found that two genes associated with adaptive immunity were differentially expressed between resilient individuals and low-risk unaffected individuals. Further genetic and functional genetic studies will be required to elucidate the mechanisms that underlie these observed differences and translate these findings to novel therapies to slow and possibly prevent the development of COPD.
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Figure 1: Polygenic risk score distribution in COPDGene

Polygenic risk score distribution in COPDGene, stratified by COPD diagnosis (affected individuals in salmon and unaffected individuals in light blue). Left dotted line denotes the 10th percentile for polygenic risk score and right dotted line denotes the 90th percentile for polygenic risk score.
Figure 2: Survival in Resilient versus Risk-Match Case Individuals and Low-Risk Unaffected Individuals

Kaplan-Meier curves demonstrating the survival probability in resilient individuals (teal lines in A and B) and risk-matched case individuals (orange lines in A and B), and in resilient individuals (orange line in C) and low-risk unaffected individuals (teal line in C). (A) Survival probability in resilient individuals and risk-matched case. (B) Survival probability in resilient individuals and risk-matched cases after matching on age, smoking pack-years, race, and gender. (C) Survival probability in resilient individuals and low-risk unaffected individuals.